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At Zazz Engineering, we focus our expertise on engine room 
and machinery space ventilation. It is the heart of everything 
we do. 

Save Time and Money
By working with your engineering staff from start to finish, we 
make sure our solutions will save you time and money by 
keeping your machinery running smoothly for years to come. 

Ventilation by Design
We want to be involved in your projects starting in the early 
stages, assisting in the initial design of your ventilation 
systems. Our Engineering team will gladly review your project’s 
specifications, design, and CAD drawings, which can be 
easily sent to us via our website. 

From Design to Startup
In addition to providing quotes for your projects, we include 
comprehensive CAD drawings and can recommend 
equipment that can be readily integrated early in your design 
for submittal to customers and classification requirements. We also offer on-site startup services. 

Innovative Products
Our innovative product lines are designed to provide complete ventilation solutions for your marine 
or land-based machinery spaces, no matter how extreme the environment. 

Personal Commitment
At Zazz, customer service means a personal commitment to getting the job done right. We hold 
ourselves accountable to the highest standards.
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MRC - MOISTURE REJECTION CLOSURE
Mounted in the intake and exhaust openings of a vessel, the Zazz 
MRC vent system removes moisture from engine compartment 
intake combustion air, but also performs as weather closure and 
fire suppressant containment device. At only 6.375 inches 
(162mm) deep, the MRC requires minimal duct space. 

The MRC's patented Air-Foils pivot to open and close the intake 
and exhaust vents. That means you won't need bulky metal plates 
or doors to close your vents. The MRC meets ABS regulations for 
marine weather closures, and is capable of withstanding over 55 
PSI of direct spray in the closed position. 

In the event of a fire, the MRC closes to help contain fire 
suppressant inside the engine compartment. 

The MRC is constructed of stainless steel and aluminum to 
comply with United States Coast Guard 46 CFR 116.610 (b), 
which states: “a ventilation duct, and materials incidental to 
installation must be made of noncombustible material.” 46 CFR 
116.610 (c) states “combustibles and other foreign materials are 
not allowed within ventilation ducts". 

The open-and-close action can be controlled by several methods. 
The MRC can be easily operated by hand, via a cable-operated 
locking handle. Units can also be controlled with a remote electric 
actuator. 

Computer simulations demonstrate that our patented Air-Foil  
design removes 99.3% of moisture at 15 microns or larger, with 
under .9 inches of pressure drop. 

• Removes 99.3% of moisture 
from intake air 

• Helps to contain fire 
suppressant 

• MRC acts as an ABS-
compliant weather closure 

• Only 6.375” (162mm) deep 
• Frames can be anodized or 

painted 

• USCG 46 CFR 116.610 (b) 
and (c) compliant 

• Heat resistant to 1076°F 
(580°C) 

• Suitable for new construction 
or retrofit applications

• 5052 Marine Grade Aluminum 
Frame 

• MIL-SPEC Anodized 6061 T6 
Aluminum Air-Foils 

• 304 & 316 Stainless Steel 
Hardware 

• Non-Metallic Self Lubricating 
Bearings (rated to 428 ºF 
short term, 266 ºF long term)

Materials:

More Info:

Manual Closure Handle
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MRC - MOISTURE REJECTION CLOSURE

The MRC Air-Foil™ is carefully 
designed for pressure drop that is 
lower than many (if not most) 
impingement type separators on 
the market.  

The Zazz Air-Foil™ design has a 
15% lower pressure drop than 
wider 7" (179 mm) profiles and a 
45% lower drop than narrower 4.25" 
(108 mm) profiles used by other 
manufacturers.

Feet per Minute

Meters per Second

MRC Air-Foil Pressure Drop
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MRC - MOISTURE REJECTION CLOSURE

MRC Moisture Capture

As air velocity increases, so does 
the efficiency of any impingement 
separator. However, there is a limit.   

After extensive testing and 
computer modeling, Zazz 
Engineering has determined that 
air velocities exceeding 1750 Ft/
Min. (8.9 M/Sec.) reduced the 
effectiveness of any impingement 
separator. 

When this critical velocity is 
reached, any moisture captured 
simply remains suspended, and 
cannot drain. This will quickly flood 
the separator, causing moisture 
and/or particles to pass through.  

Moisture capture performance for 
the Zazz MRC Air-Foil has been 
modeled and tested with droplet 
sizes of 15 and 30 microns, and 
the results are outstanding.

Feet per Minute

Meters per Second
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MRC ACTUATION
The open-and-close action of the Zazz MRC can be controlled in via a failsafe electrical actuator or a manual 
actuation cable. 

MRC Universal Failsafe Actuator (ASR-UV013)

The MRC Universal Failsafe Actuator adds the ability to 
remotely actuate the MRC Louver Air-Foils from the fully 
opened to fully closed positions. This actuator features the 
same fail-safe closure as our other MRC actuators. 

If your vessel's fire system activates and opens the closure 
holding circuit, the MRC Universal Failsafe Actuator loses 
power. This activates a powerful spring return, firmly closing 
the attached MRC. Closing the MRC creates an ABS-
compliant weather closure, and helps contain extinguishant 
inside the protected space. 

To re-open the attached MRC, power must be restored to 
the actuator. The motorized rotary actuator will then re-wind 
its spring, bringing the attached MRC into the open position. 

This actuator uses a high torque, maintenance-free brushless motor with very low current draw requirements. 
In the event of power or control signal loss, each actuator includes an integrated tool that allows manual 
operation. The actuator can then be locked in whatever position is required. Mechanical position indication is 
also provided. A non-metallic NEMA 4/IP66 junction box is provided for electrical connections to internal DIN 
rail screw terminals. 

Exterior enclosure is anodized marine grade aluminum with stainless steel hardware. Internal cable 
adjustments are simple and straightforward when the safety cover is removed. 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MRC ACTUATION

ASR-UV013S — Universal Failsafe Actuator w/ Position Switch

Our Universal Voltage Control Actuator with Position Switch 
adds the ability to allow the MRC Louver Air-Foils™ to be 
remotely operated from the fully opened to fully closed 
condition. This actuator retains the same fail-safe closure 
upon power loss as our other MRC actuators, but also 
provides open and closed position switches for remote 
indication. That means you’ll be able to wire this model to 
remote indicator lights or an alarm system. 

The Actuator uses an extremely high torque brushless motor 
with very low current draw requirements and is maintenance-
free. In the event of power loss, each actuator includes an 
integrated tool to allow it to be opened manually and locked 
in whatever position is required. Mechanical position 
indication is also provided. A non-metallic NEMA 4/IP66 
junction box is provided for electrical power connections to internal DIN rail screw terminals.  

Exterior enclosure is anodized marine grade aluminum with stainless steel hardware. Internal MRC cable 
adjustments are simple and straightforward when the safety cover is removed during installation. 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MRC ACTUATION
24V Proportional Control MRC Actuator (ASR-24V013P) 

The new Proportional Control Actuator allows the MRC 
Louver Air-Foils to be positioned between the fully opened 
and fully closed positions. This actuator retains the same 
fail-safe closure upon power loss as our other MRC 
actuators, but allows a separate 2-10VDC input signal to 
adjust the position of the MRC Louver Air-Foils. In addition, 
an independent 2-10VDC output position signal is also 
integrated to allow use of a feedback or monitoring system. 

This actuator uses the same maintenance-free brushless 
motor as our Universal Actuator. In the event of power or 
control signal loss, each actuator includes an integrated 
tool to allow it to be opened manually and locked in 
whatever position is required. Mechanical position 
indication is also provided. A non-metallic NEMA 4/IP66 
junction box is provided for electrical connections to internal DIN rail screw terminals. 

Exterior enclosure is anodized marine grade aluminum with stainless steel hardware. Internal cable 
adjustments are simple and straightforward when the safety cover is removed. 

Manual Actuation Cable with Locking Handle (MRC-MCK00300)

Our Manual Actuation Cable features a locking T-handle that opens 
and closes a connected MRC. The locking T-handle can be 
installed in an interior or exterior location. This cable uses the same 
sturdy connection and stainless steel hardware that is included 
with our electrical actuators. A red anodized aluminum disc makes 
the T-handle easy to identify in dim or cramped machinery spaces. 

How Long is the Cable?

Our standard cable (MRC-MCK00100) comes in lengths up to 25 feet (7.6 m). Longer cables are also 
available. 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MRC ACTUATION

How Does the Actuator Attach to the MRC? 

The actuation cable is mounted to the rear of the MRC unit using Zazz-designed stainless steel hardware. 

The end of the cable is then attached to the rear of one of the MRC Air-Foils using a stainless steel clip 
assembly.
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ATC - AUTOMATED TOUCH CONTROL

Zazz is proud to introduce the most advanced 
ventilation control system in the industry: ATC. The ATC 
system is fully customizable, and designed to work in 
total harmony with your vessel to keep your engine 
room cool and pressure-neutral. 

The ATC system consists of several products: 

• Touchscreens (NEMA 4/IP66) 
• CPU Enclosure (NEMA 4/IP66) 
• Pressure Sensor (included in the CPU enclosure) 
• Two Remote Temperature Sensors 

Older analog systems can weave a tangled mess of wires in your engine room, making wiring a 
difficult task. All of the communications wiring from the CPU Enclosure to the variable frequency 
drives uses RS-485 over Modbus, significantly reducing the number of connections. This makes 
installation and cabling much easier.
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ATC - AUTOMATED TOUCH CONTROL

Temperature Sensor

CPU Enclosure
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A-60 FIRE DAMPERS

Zazz Fire Dampers have been designed for inclusion in air 
conditioning and ventilation systems, in dry filtered air, and are tested 
and approved for fitting to class A-60 divisions. 

Our Fire Dampers are constructed from 1.2mm galvanized steel 
(2mm and 3mm options available), with a 40mm flanged rectangular 
casing. Circular casings are also available. 

Electrical controls are fitted with halogen-free, low smoke and fume 
electrical cable. They have a 60 second reset time and a 20 second 
release time.  

We can configure fire dampers with an electrical or pneumatic 
actuator. Each actuator has an Integral Safety Temperature Sensor 
rated at 72°C. End switches are provided with each mode for reset 
and release monitoring. 

A-60 Dampers are supplied in 2 casing and blade options:

• 430 Standard steel blades, Galvanized Steel casing - only 
suitable for installation in dry filtered systems. 

• 316 Stainless steel blades, casing and drive - more suited for corrosive/saline conditions, but will 
corrode if not properly maintained. The addition of a Zazz MRC/demister is highly recommended to 
reduce corrosion. Access must be provided for maintenance. 

Approvals:

•Marine Equipment Directive (MED) 96/98 /EC. 
•Lloyds Register Group Approval to IMO Fire Test Procedures 
Code, Annex 1, Part 3, for Class A60 bulkheads and decks. 
•DNV Type Approval Certificate No. F-18845. 
•USCG Approved (product category 164.139). 
•Germanischer Lloyds Approved to IMO Res. A.754. (18) and 
IMO Res. MSC61(67), Annex 1 Part 3. 
•American Bureau of Shipping Approved to: 2005 Steel Vessel 
Rules 1-1-4/7.7. 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A-60 FIRE DAMPERS

• Pressure Drop Vs. Velocity
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AXIAL FANS
Zazz Engineering Axial Fans are designed for high performance and 
superior durability in marine, industrial, and commercial environments. 
We offer several different series of fans, each with its own unique 
attributes. Every series is highly configurable. Axial Fans are available in 
a range of diameters from 12-84 inches (305-2032 mm). 

Our axial fans are precisely engineered to deliver the airflow and static 
pressure your applications demand. Our engineering team will work with 
you to find the right solution every time. 

• Fan housings are primarily constructed of welded marine-grade 5052 
aluminum alloy. We also offer steel and stainless steel options. 

• All hardware for mounting of motors and terminal boxes is 18-8 or 316 stainless steel. Threaded inserts are 
aircraft-grade stainless steel. 

• We offer motors that meet IEEE-45 and USCG CFR46 requirements. These motors are cast iron construction 
and epoxy-dipped, and can be rated for extreme temperatures and environments. 

• We use a military grade teflon-based anti-seize compound on all fastenings that may need to be removed 
for future maintenance. 

• All electrical connections are on the exterior of the housing, making all fans suitable for in-duct installation. 

• Most motors up to 10 HP feature bearings lubricated for life. 

• Motors requiring periodic lubrication have the grease fittings remote-mounted to the exterior of the fan 
housing, directly adjacent to the electrical junction box. This allows for a single point of connection and 
maintenance. 

• All fans are extensively tested and torque-checked. After testing, any places where lubrication cannot be 
used (such as the bushing that locks the fan hub to the motor shaft) are exterior spray-coated with an anti-
corrosion protectant. 

The standard motors that power our axial fans are lightweight, aluminum frame, and comply with DOE 
requirements of 90.2% high-efficiency. 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HIGH PERFORMANCE AXIAL FANS

FSB (Fan, Standard Blade): This series features a highly efficient standard 
airfoil blade design, which provides low power consumption and low noise. 
The FSB series excels at moving high volumes of air with relatively little noise. 

FQS (Fan, Quiet Sickle): This series features a quiet sickle-blade design. The 
thin trailing edges generate very little turbulence, resulting in up to 7 dBA in 
noise reduction. The FQS series delivers high static pressure with a low 
sound signature. 

FFR (Fan, Fully Reversible): This series features a unique fully reversible, 
true airfoil blade design. This is our only impeller that produces equal airflow 
in both forward and reverse rotation. The FFR series is highly efficient, and 
more cost-effective than variable pitch fans. This series is especially effective 
in applications where airflow direction needs to be reversed quickly, with the 
equal volume and static pressure in either direction. 

FSBH (Fan, Standard Blade, High Pressure): The FSBH Series uses a true 
airfoil blade with a long chord length, creating higher static pressure. This 
allows FSBH series fans to maintain high performance at lower rotational 
speeds. Applications include machinery cooling, radiators, oil coolers as well 
as solutions related to Tier IV emissions standards. 

Zazz has utilized this series fan extensively in the OSV/PSV marine duty 
machinery space ventilation where high static pressures and long ducting is 
frequently encountered.  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HIGH PERFORMANCE AXIAL FANS

Two-Stage Contra-Rotating Configurations - FCR Series 
This series features two contra-rotating impellers, working in tandem to produce static pressures 2-3 times 
greater than that of a single fan. Unlike vane axial fans, this two-stage, redundant configuration also complies 
with classifications requiring a back-up in case of a motor failure. This makes our FCR fans very popular in 
vessels with DP2 redundancy requirements, because it allows for a single intake opening. That saves you 
costs on extra ducts, louvers, and dampers. The FCR series is also ideal for applications where very high 
static pressures are needed. 

The FCR Series is available in a range of diameters from 12 to 82 inches. Like our single-stage fans, there are 
hundreds of potential configurations, and our engineering team will work with you to find the best solution for 
your application.
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Sales Reps

Harry Coulombe - Cooley Equipment Sales
West Coast US and Western Canada
Phone: (562) 303-5206 
Fax: (562) 314-3854 
harry@cooleyequipmentsales.com

Or you can contact the Zazz sales department directly!
(561) 594-0123, Extension 105 
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